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Markets Plunge Over Interest Rate Hikes

 Indian shares tumbled on Friday after the European Central Bank
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sounded hawkish on guidance. Investors also braced for U.S. consumer
inflation data due out later in the day that could influence the Federal
Reserve's rate-hike roadmap for fighting inflation.
The rupee also hit a record low of 77.87 against the dollar on concerns
over rising oil prices and persistent capital outflows.
HDFC fell 2.2 percent after hiking its prime lending rates on housing
loans by 50 basis points.
Coal India was little changed after it issued a tender for purchasing
imported coal for power generating companies.
Bajaj Auto rose over 1 percent on share buyback news.
Dr Reddy's Laboratories was down about 1 percent after its subsidiary
inked an exclusive collaboration and license agreement with Nasdaqlisted Olema.
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 European stocks closed lower, extending recent weakness, as the
mood remained bearish amid rising rising concerns about inflation
and interest rate hikes.
 US stocks With traders reacting negatively to a highly anticipated
report on consumer price inflation, stocks moved sharply lower
during trading. The Fed is scheduled to announce its latest monetary
policy decision on Wednesday, with the central bank widely
expected to raise interest rates by another 50 basis points.
 Asian stocks followed their U.S. peers lower amid concerns about
Debt Market
slowing
Overview
global growth and rising interest rates. Chinese shares rose
sharply as hopes of regulatory easing on tech firms and signs of
moderating inflation offset news that China will reimpose Covid-19
lockdowns in eight out of 16 of Shanghai's districts. Hong Kong's
Hang Seng Index slipped 0.3 percent to 21,806.18 after an extremely
choppy session. Japanese shares tumbled after a hawkish ECB
pushed global bond yields higher.

Debt Market Overview
 US Treasury Yield
o Treasuries moved sharply lower over the course of the
session. Subsequently, the yield on the benchmark ten-year
note, which moves opposite of its price, jumped 11.2 basis
points to a three-year closing high of 3.156 percent.
 Rate Hikes to Change Fortunes of Companies
o Interest rate hikes could spell trouble for companies which
have piled on huge debts —- which includes all the top
business houses of India. While there are plenty of
companies in India with no or low debt – some examples
include giants like Maruti Suzuki and TVS Motor, apart from
Bayer Cropscience, Bharat Electronics, among others – most
of the prominent business houses of India have taken on a
considerable amount of debt.
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